No.CU6/NFTE-BSNL/AP/CHQ/2018/2

08-02-2018

To
The General Secretary
NFTE-CHQ, New Delhi
Dear Comrade,
Sub :- LICE JE 50% Quota examination held on 28-1-2018 – Examination
paper not prepared keeping in view of the Departmental
candidates – Requested for grace marks & deletion of minus marks.
****
It is aware that LICE JE 50% quota examination has been held on 28-01-2018 as per
the corporate office notification dated 16-10-2017. Syllabus of the examination is Electrical,
electronics and communications. Education qualification of the examination is 10+2 ie
intermediate. But where as question papers were prepared in very high standard which can
not be answered by the intermediate candidates even outsiders. It is comprehended that
question papers will be answered by the B.tech candidates only not by the intermediate ones.
Generally departmental examinations will be conducted to assess the knowledge of
the candidates keeping in view of their educational qualification and practical experience to
enable them to work in the respective fields but not exhibition of skills/technology by the
paper setters. In this case the examiner is preferred later one which became curse on part of
the officials.
Those officials who wrote the examination are mostly Telecom Technicians. With low
knowledge and having SSC standard only. For eligibility sake subsequently they acquire
intermediate qualification while working with private study. They will not have deeper subject
knowledge equal to the B.Tech/Diploma.
It is under stood that question paper setting has given to outsiders/agencies instead of
our GMs. They have prepared the paper keeping in view of engineering people. In this
scenario qualifying percentage will be very low and vacancies will not be filled up. At present
vacancies are more examination written candidates were less in number. This is the last chance
to all the candidates because of their age.
Therefore it is requested to take up the issue with the Director (HR) and request her to
award some grace marks and also request to remove minus marks as one time measure
keeping in view of the above circumstances and do justice to the candidates as a special case.
Thanking You,
Comradely Yours

( Ch.Chandrasekhara Rao)
Circle Secretary

